These Are Our Heroes

Working around the Clock to bring the best
possible products during Pandemic

As COVID-19 sweeps across the world
affecting all sectors because of its
unpredictable nature, corporates are
struggling to cope-up with its effects. As a
responsible corporate citizen, at Highnoon,
we are taking all steps and measures
which are essential for the prevention

of COVID-19. Intent is to lay down
guiding principles for our employees and
extending help to our society in a way that
demonstrates empathy, offers meaningful
help and leaves a lasting impact. We will
continue to take care of our employees &
society by acting more responsibly, taking

Doing The Right Thing,
The Right Way
In a pandemic such as the one we are now
experiencing, it is our top priority to do
efforts seriously for preventing the spread
of infection. We are providing safety to our

necessary precautions and following the
guidelines to fight this pandemic. We
should be proud of the fact that we were
there when our nation needed us the
most. May Allah (swt) grant us courage,
faith and unity to stand together in this
quagmire (Ameen).

Corona Helpline

Doctors, in this regard we have initiated
Clinic and Hospital Wards Sanitization and
also providing CORONA Safety Kits to our
frontline fighters.

During the lockdown scenario of COVID-19
pandemic where general public is isolated
at homes, and they need consultancy
for illnesses, our ‘Respiratory Helpline’
offered solution by acting as an interface
between patients and doctors through
phone call. 600 patients have been
facilitated with proper diagnosis
through this service.
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Family Fest
Second exciting Family Fest was organized on 1st March, 2020, at Joyland, Fortress
Stadium, Lahore. The participation of employees and their families was overwhelming.
The event was featured with fun filled activities for the families. The core of this festival
was the quality time, bonding, sharing moments and creating wonderful new memories.
The event featured many cool activities for kids and families that kept them amused.
These activities included Magic Show, Face Painting, Sketch Competition, Quiz
Competition, Color & Painting Competition, Musical Chair, Family Picture and much
more. Food stalls were placed around the area, serving delicious brunch which was
enjoyed by all. Winners of the competitions were also rewarded by wonderful prizes and
gifts. The historical event of Umrah Lucky Draw thrilled the audience and as a result
seven lucky winners were announced; Ghulam Murtaza, Tahir Naveed, Irfan Ahmed,
Muhammad Akmal, Umar Farooq, Zahid Latif and Zahid Sajjad, who will perform Umrah
in 2020 on company expense.
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Woman Extraordinaire

Women
employees
at
Highnoon
Laboratories Limited are proud to be part
of an incredible organization which always
take best care of every employee’s need,
and especially treats female employees
equally, support and encourage them at
every step. On International Women Day,
‘Highnoon Women Forum’ organized a
full day training session on the topic of

‘WOMAN EXTRAORDINAIRE’.
Session
was
conducted
by
Ms. Madeeha J. Khan who is a Certified

Trainer (LUMS), has an unparalleled
background in the arena of
HR
competence development, is ranked
amongst the most effective and impactful
trainers in the country. The session was
deemed as wonderful and attendees
learnt a lot about Communication,
Confidence and Credibility which are
crucial at workplace. Such events create
an engaging culture that enables all
employees, specially women, to form
trusting relationships and motivates
them to perform more productively.

We
want everyone at HNL to bring
their own unique perspectives,
styles and experience at work. We value
that uniqueness which builds a diverse
environment to accelerate progress.

We support development and career
progression for high-performing female
managers because women are no less
than men and are competent enough
to move-up in their career. However,

in traditional hierarchies globally, there
are still fewer women who have attained
leadership roles in corporate sector,
Iram Naila is one of them.

currently
leading Highnoon’s
Regulatory Affairs Division,
she joined Highnoon as Product
Manager and now she has reached the
leadership position in her respective area. She
has been an inspiration for female pharmacists
pursuing their career in pharmaceutical industry.
Iram Naila graduated from UCP (PU) and then
completed her M. Phil Pharmacology with distinction
from same institute. She has always been working for
excellence of Pharmacy profession in Pakistan. She
represented women pharmacists at national level in
“Pakistan Pharmacists Association (PPA)” for several
years. She also represents Highnoon group in PPMA
where she was elected as Executive member of PPMA
and worked to resolve the problems of Pharma
industry. Naila is the first women pharmacist in
Pakistan who was presented with “Excellence
in Pharmacy Profession” award by “National
Alliance for Women in Pharmacy (NAWP)”
in 2019 as recognition of her
continuous achievements in
pharmacy profession.
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Marketing 360
Chamakty Taary

As the burden of diseases is rapidly
increasing worldwide and some of them
are mainly associated with the seasonal
changes. Each season, we have to combat
a particular set of diseases associated with
that specific season.
As these seasonal diseases need broad
public support and understanding, raising
awareness on issues surrounding seasonal
infections in kids, is increasingly seen as
important.
Thus, for Public awareness which targets
on the general level of understanding of
a certain topic. And to raise awareness
for wellbeing of kids to build a common
understanding and to create shared values
and precautions, ‘’Highnoon Pediatrics’’
took an initiative of FM 100 Radio show

programs “Chamakty Taary’’, to explain
these seasonal diseases and providing
knowledge so that people can have a
better understanding.
FM 100 Radio show programs “Chamakty
Taary’’ focuses on providing general public
awareness, which involves wide-spread
acknowledgement and understanding
of most common diseases like Cough &
Diarrhea.
Leading Professors of Pediatrics from all
over Pakistan give valuable information
on diseases and their insight on its better
management. Program “Chamakty Taary’’
is broadcasted at 10:30AM-11:00AM, on
1st and 3rd Thursday of every month on
FM 100 Radio (Lahore, Karachi, Multan &
Islamabad) simultaneously.

Highnoon Pediatrics
An appreciable gambit by ‘’Highnoon Pediatrics’’ is the launch of
‘Pakistan’s 1st Growth Monitoring App’ to cater the most frequent
concern of parents regarding their children’s growth. It helps
both doctors & parents in calculating:
1. BMI (Body Mass Index)
2. Height and Weight in centiles
3. Child’s growth monitoring with complete history tracking
4. Completely free and user friendly with QR downloading option.
It is a very user-friendly App and can be downloaded from the
following link or Scan QR Code.

DAPLOZ
We consider that, every patient merits nothing but the
best. During the initial phase of Daploz/Daplozmet launch,
our prime goal is conceptual alignment of all Health Care
Professionals with the blessings of Daploz/Daplozmet as
an add on therapy through educational initiatives, so via
the platform of Rahbar; Aik Irada Aik Wada; we scheduled
clinical symposia in 11 important cities with National and
International speakers. The maximum thrilling component
is, Daploz has extraordinary clinical benefits in diabetic
patients without or with cardiovascular diseases and in
cardiovascular patients with or without Diabetes, so we
made a great mixture of two specialties diabetologists and
Cardiologists. In the 1st month of product launch, we have
got executed three medical symposia in major cities i.e.
Lahore, Karachi, and Quetta.
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Digital View
Freedom to Reconnect

Anything that gives us new knowledge
gives us an opportunity to become more
rational and to grow. Highnoon Cardiology
is continuing the legacy of creating and
providing ways for the transmission
& exchange of scientific knowledge
among the health care professionals.
New updates, guidelines and research
articles come under thorough discussion
which help the health care professional
to have more rational approach towards
a specific therapy. Similarly, Highnoon
Cardiology managed successfully to

conduct Freedom to Reconnect scientific
summit on “Revolution in Cardiovascular
Care; Emerging Role of ARNi & NOACs” in
Karachi, Lahore & Rawalpindi.

Highlights:

All the leading cardiologists across
Pakistan actively participated. During the
Question Answer session, participants
were answered by the worthy panelists
and speakers.
All the participants appreciated this
academic initiative and requested to
continue it in future as well.

Highnoon Respiratory has always initiated
in exploring global learning opportunities
for health care professionals (HCPs)
in Pakistan.  As a part of its academic
facilitation programs, continuous medical
education (CME) is one of the prime
initiatives at Highnoon Respiratory to
revolutionize the quality of health regimes
locally.
These CME platforms
have
always
been productive for HCPs not only
to ensure better understanding of disease
concept, but also help to introduce
most recent treatment options specially
in pulmonology segment in Pakistan.
Prof. Zubair Shaheen (one of the leading
Pulmonologist) was the presenter and he

Mr. Naveed Ahmad (Director Strategic
Business) & Mr. Yasser Masood (HOSB)
distributed special souvenirs to speakers
& panelists. Marketing team captured
these healthy & positive moments by
making group photo with all the worthy
panelists, speakers & moderators at the
end of each summit. We are thankful to
our management for their firm support,
guidance & providing opportunities to
organize such events where we can learn
and grow.

conducted presentation on COPD related
cases, 23 leading Chest Specialist attended
the session, which was very interactive, as
it included hands on clinical cases.
At the end, our worthy Commercial
Director Dr. Azfar Abbas Haidrie gave his
views regarding the Summit.

Cultivation of Success Continues…

The inception of Route 2 Pharm took
place at high notes where we sow seeds
of success with the will to continue and
spread this positivity. R2P pursued its
aim and started Plantation Pencil activity
in the month of February, 2020. This
Plantation activity was meant to engage
our potential customers, making them
part of our journey. The Plantation Pencil
activity throughout has been on the up
and up where our Doctors and Chemists
across the Country participated actively

and praised R2P/Highnoon for making
such healthy activity possible. These R2P
plantation pencils now grown into small
plants can be seen in Doctor’s clinics,
Chemist shops and at the home of many
of our customers and are well taken care
off. Our customers expressed their joy
through sharing the pictures of growing
plants. R2P aims to continue sowing the
seeds of success, spreading happiness
and providing healthiness
to the people thus
Making It Possible...!
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SHOAIB TASLEEM

SALAHA SAEED

has joined Highnoon as an experienced
Manager Project SAP. He holds Engineering
degree with multiple certifications. Skilled
project manager & ERP consultant with
more than 8 years of experience in SAP
implementations. Specialized in change
management, innovation & strategic
excellence.

Hasan Abdul Jamil

Doctor of Pharmacy from University of
Peshawar. Total Experience in Pharma
Industry of 4 Years and more than
three years of experience in product
management launched 2 researched
molecules in the market and grown them.
Major skill are marketing management,
human management and analytical skills.

has joined Highnoon as Manager EHS. She
is the First EHS manager at Highnoon. She
holds MSc. Environmental Engineering
Degree with 3 years of working experience
of different sectors. Salaha has worked
in different national and multinational
companies as an EHS consultant. She is also
a certified lead auditor of 1SO 14001.

Muhammad Umer

has joined Highnoon Family as a Product
Manager, He holds Professional-MBA degree
from (LSE) and a Doctor of Pharmacy. As a
Marketeer he has developed adroit skills
in Brand development. He has 2.5 years
of professional experience from different
organizations.

Sports for Health

The first Table Tennis Men’s Singles
League was organized by Highnoon
in February, 2020. The main
objective behind this event was to
promote the culture of healthy work
environment for our employees
with the logo: “Work Hard, Have
Fun and Make History”.
Matches were played among
Highnoon cross-functional teams
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and the tournament pulled large
crowds yet witnessed hard-fought
contests and exciting individual
performances.  
In the end, prize distribution
ceremony was held and the chief
guest,
Dr. Adeel Abbas – CEO, Highnoon,
distributed prizes among the
winners; Mr. Hassan Ali, Manager

Product Development (1st position),
Mr. M. Naseer Shafqat, Manager
Human
Resource
(Runner-up)
and the emerging players of
the tournament.
Later, CEO
congratulated and appreciated all
the participants for exhibiting true
sportsman spirit towards making
this tournament a success.

Technology Advancement
In Process
only with glass covers but also all covers
are electrically interlocked.
Our strategic products like Triforge range,
Loprin, Combivier & Tiovier are few
examples, which are currently blistered on
this new machine.

2. Sticker Labelling
Duphastan Tablets

Machine

Placement of safety stickers on Duphastan
carton was always a time taking and
laborious work which consumes hours and

The advancement in development of
manufacturing processes, technological
innovations,
efficiency
enhancement
and compliance are basic elements of
any growing pharmaceutical companies
these
days.
Mature
organizations
understand that investment are necessary
for regulatory compliance, efficiency
enhancement and process improvement.
Organizations like Highnoon Laboratories
always seek new opportunities to invest
in compliance, process excellence and
production efficiencies to add value to
the business by adding new machineries,
technologies and systems. In last quarter
following new machines/ systems were
added in Highnoon portfolio:

1. CAM, Partena Blister Machine

Faster, Better & Smarter High-speed
Italian Blister Machine from CAM, Partena
with output speed up to 400 blisters/
minute. This new addition not only helps
the production output but also fullfiling

regulatory compliance as it is equipped
with dedicated feeders, online camera
inspection system, rejection of individual
faulty blister, etc. It can handle both ALU/
ALU and ALU/ PVC blisters.
Operator’s safety is an integral design
element of this machine.
Thanks to
machine’s ergonomic design and builtin safety alarm system. All moving parts/
possible hazard locations are guarded not

hours for manual placement of stickers.
Thanks to the latest labeling technology
which makes it possible to place safety
sticker just after the cartooning operation.
With addition of a new labeling machine,
the process cycle time will be reduced by
8 hours and all activities will be automated
without human intervention.

3. Metal Detector with De-Duster
(Combi Unit)

machines.
Combi De-duster & Metal detector
was specifically designed to meet the
specific inspection requirements of the
pharmaceutical sector. The pharmaceutical
industry uses metal-detection systems
to ensure that all pills or capsules are
free from metal contamination and the
systems are evolving to offer improved
compliance.

4. Installation of CCTV System

Highnoon recently install a CCTV system
to conduct time and motion study apart
for 24 hours monitoring, the system
was installed in all the major areas like
Production Solids, Semi Solids, Hormonal,
Warehouse, Labs, Offices, boundary walls
and outsource warehouses with LCD’s and
Laptop access.
The cameras are recording 24 hours with
access from all over globe to selected
members, during the outbreak of Covid-19
in Pakistan all the major stakeholders
were virtually present at plant using CCTV.
Accurate calculation of total cycle times
and delay is monitored for Compliance and
safety of goods, this system is a reliable
approach chosen by Highnoon, and the
project was completed in record 1-month
time with 110 cameras location point.

Detecting
metal
elements
in
pharmaceutical products is an important
consideration in finished product of
pharmaceutical manufacturing. Being a
responsible pharmaceutical manufacturer
Highnoon always give preference to the
compliance and safety of its customer by
providing them quality products. For this
reason, Highnoon invest 15 Million rupees
just to install Metal Detectors with various
CCTV security systems are one of the most
widely deployed and beneficial security
components. When running a business,
the importance of a Video Surveillance
System or CCTV cannot be understated.
It goes without saying that having CCTV
cameras installed at our premises will act
as a serious impetus to improve activities,
meet compliance and enhance efficiencies
& security.
By: Faisal Shahzad
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Employees’ Section
COVID-19,
a
new
coronavirus that previously
has not been identified
in humans emerged in
Wuhan, China in December
2019. Now it has spread
from China to many other
countries around the world.
Depending on the severity
of COVID-19’s international
impact, outbreak conditions
including those rising to the
level of a pandemic has
affected all aspects of daily
life, including travel, trade,
tourism, food supplies, and
financial markets.
We all are going through a
tough time, it truly is heartwrenching. This is a painful
situation hitting us, right at
our very core, as human
beings.
When we go through tough times, it truly
shows us our real character. It reveals
what you’re made of. In such situations,
you are left with two choices; one, to
set realistic goals, make a plan and then
take serious actions, or two, you can just

ن
ی
� اتگل
در ی�ا ہن ھجمس اوکس ہک رحصا ن
ت
وہ� ےہ وج دوھاک ی
� اتگل
دوھاک ویہ ا
ن
ن ت
ےک لمع ےس
ان
�ا
ی� اک ہتپ اتلچ ےہ
ن
ت
و� ی
جی
� اتگل
�ا وہ رظن آ �ا ےہ ی ا

sit around and watch things happening.
When you are left with no choices, you
kick into survival mode. But remember
this, human beings aren’t just made to
survive, they are meant to thrive.
Here’s How You Can Be Tough Too!
What is the secret ingredient of tough
people that enables them to succeed?

How do they survive
through tough times when
others can’t? Why do they
soar when others sink?
According
to
Robert
Schuller, the difference
between those who win
and those who don’t is the
application of the powerful
concept
of
“Possibility
Thinking”.
Winners dare
to dream. They commit
themselves to it. They dare
to try, to take a risk. They
believe ‘if it’s going to be, its
upto me.’ They understand
that failure is an event not a
person. They never quit.
Often, when you look back,
you realize that those tough
times didn’t last and couldn’t
break you. In fact, they did
more for you than success or good times
ever could do. There’s a reason why
they say that tough times don’t last, but
tough people do. It’s because, when you
don’t give up and you don’t surrender,
you become stronger and more resilient
person.
By: M. Naseer Shafqat
• Use of mobile Phone while walking can
betray you from your way and may lead to
some other destination that you don’t wish
for. This journey can end up in some hospital or may be in the world hereafter.

Use and Walk
کا رہتش ن وبضمط
 اک صخش اک ہ�رصخش ےس یStand,
Besides the addiction of tea, coffee or
س اکےہ وہ ھچک یھب یسک اک ی
we have another addiction
 وج بciggerate
�اتگل
these days, called mobile phone. It has
ب قُف
وبل یگ ہ ی
�اگن
ل ل زدہ وہںےگوت ی ن
آوھکنں ہپ یسک اہھت ےس ت�اال ی
� اتگل
ن
خ
� �ی �بھ
ی
وھکاجےن اک �دہش
اب ھجم وک� ی�ڑم
ن
م انمتوں اک م�یلہ ی
اب دل ی
� اتگل

خ
رح ب��ڑا ی
ب��ڑا ی
رک� ےہ �دا یمرا
ت
نب ےہک یہ ھجمس اج�ا ےہ ُمداع یمرا
�� ی�ا اھت ہک دانم رھب د یا
اہھت پ ی ا
ن
�ا نکمم وکسج اھجمس ُاےنس نکمم رک د ی�ا

ش
انحء ی
ر�د
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become as necessary as our parts of body
like ear and nose. We carry it everywhere
no matter its dining table or wash room.
Yet it is so indispensable and a declared
risk, that need safety measures to follow.
Use of mobile while walking can lead you
closer to some wall, door or people that
may hurt you or may be lethal if the stair
case is under your feet. From the head
and neck injuries to the selfie deaths, the
severity of the risk is getting high day by
day. Thousands of people got injured and
even died last year, due to use of phone
while walking and driving. According
to research by National Safety Council,
for pedestrians, talking on the phone
accounted for 69.5% of estimated injuries,
while texting accounted for 9.1%. So,
Hands off the phone, while walking and
driving just to value your life and hence
others too. Stand at side, use the phone
and then walk towards your destination.
By: Salaha Saeed
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